
What's New in Analytica 3.1? (since 3.0) 

New editions  

We have extended the product line that includes the free Player, free Trial, Professional, Enterprise, 
and Analytica Decision Engine (ADE) with: 

Power Player  The Power Player is designed to distribute applications created in 
Analytica Enterprise to end users. Like the standard Player, the 
Power Player lets users view models, change inputs, and view 
outputs, but not create and edit models. Unlike the standard Player, 
it lets users save their models with changed inputs for continuing in 
future sessions. It also lets users import data from other applications 
and export it to other applications, access databases, utilize Huge 
Arrays, and other Enterprise-only functions. 

Analytica Optimizer  The Optimizer Module is a powerful, general purpose solver and 
optimizer, available as an extension to Analytica Enterprise, Power 
Player, and ADE. It offers linear programming (LP) with up to 1000 
decision variables and 2000 constraints, mixed integer 
programming, quadratic programming (QP), and a powerful hybrid 
classic and evolutionary nonlinear programming (NLP) optimizer for 
up to 500 decision variables. It can handle continuous, binary, 
integer, or mixed-integer variables. The same functions can solve 
non-linear systems of equations 

Educational Editions It is now possible to get Educational versions of all editions of 
Analytica 3.1, including Professional, Enterprise, Optimizer, Power 
Player, and ADE.  (Previously, only Professional was available.) 

Documentation  

The Analytica 3.1 User Guide incorporates all the material previously in the Analytica 3.0 Upgrade 
Guide as well as the new  3.1 features.  There is a new Analytica 3.1 Optimizer Guide with 
explanation and tutorial for the new Optimizer option. 

Modeling language and syntax 

ELSE is optional You can now omit the “ELSE y” from a conditional expression “IF b 
THEN x ELSE y”. If the condition b is false, the value of the 
conditional expression is 0 (False). 

Definition of constants  Previously, Analytica would give a warning if a Constant was 
defined as an expression containing anything other than a number 
or other literal value. Now it will accept definitions, that contain 
functions of constants, or expressions including other constants, or 
static Indexes, such as: 

  Chr(13) { A Tab character } 

Function parameters syntax User-defined functions can now have optional parameters. Also, 
when calling a function, you can specify the parameters by name 
rather than by position. This is analogous to how Analytica lets you 
identify array indexes by name rather than position. 



Parameter declarations With new parameter declaration features, it is now much easier to 
create functions that properly support Intelligent Arrays, even if they 
use constructs or functions that require scalar or vector parameters, 
and so which to not support array abstraction. You can declare the 
dimensionality of parameters, such as:  ( A : ArrayType[I,J] ; I,J : 
IndexType ) and then write a definition that assumes that only these 
dimensions occur in A. Your functions will then be guaranteed to 
work in Prob-mode or when other dimensions are added to your 
model. It also offers a much richer set of qualifiers to use in 
parameter declarations to specify what type of parameter is 
expected and how it should be treated: Evaluation Mode Qualifiers 
specify whether parameter should be evaluated deterministically 
(Determtype), probabilistically (ProbType or Sample) or passed as 
a Variable name (VarType) or Index (IndexType). Type Checking 
Qualifiers include Numeric, Positive, TextType, and 
ReferenceType. 

Assigning to globals  Analytica still won’t let you assign new definitions or values to global 
variables (i.e. not local ones) in the Definitions of variables -- to 
avoid obscure side-effects. But, it now is possible to do so in Button 
Scripts, or in Functions called from Button Scripts, using (x := expr). 
This is very useful, for example, if you have a very long computation 
whose result you want to save for reuse in the future without having 
to compute it again. You can assign the result value or table as the 
definition of a variable in a Button script. It is also possible to assign 
new values to other attributes (than Definition) of an Object using  
( attrib Of obj := expr ).  

Shortcuts and the user-interface 

F2 to toggle edit and arrow modes Press the F2 key as a shortcut to toggle between edit and 
arrow drawing modes. 

Entering name into definition While typing a definition in an Attribute pane, as a shortcut, you hold 
down ALT key and click on a node to enter its identifier into the 
definition. (This only works from the Attribute Pane, and only for 
nodes in the same diagram). 

Model & File name in Title bar Analytica 3.1 displays the name of the model and the file path to the 
last saved version in the title bar of the Analytica application. When 
you have two or more models open at the same time, this helps you 
tell which is which. (You can modify the exact format using the 
register setting HKLM/../Titlebar with variables such as %title, 
%filename.)  

New functions 

New Functions  MatrixMultiply -- matrix multiplication, EigenDecomp Computation 
of Eigen vectors and Eigen values, IsNotSpecified - Detect if an 
optional parameter was omited Today   - Today's date, 
CurrentDataDirectory - View or change the current directory for 
data, CurrentModelDirectory - View or change the current 
directory for saving/loading models,  AskMsgText - Displays a pop-
up dialog for entering a text value AskMsgNumber - Displays a 
pop-up dialog for entering a numeric value, ShowProgressBar - A 
pop-up progress bar dialog, MemoryInUseBy - Number of bytes in 
use by a variable's cached values, GetVariableByName - Returns 



a varTerm object from a variable name, WriteTextFile - Writes a 
text string to a file, IgnoreWarnings - Evaluates an expression 
ignoring warnings within.  

Probability distributions 

Plotting Discrete Distributions Analytica treats distributions containing text values as discrete, and 
shows the probability mass function using bar style rather than 
probability density. But, it is not always obvious whether a numerical 
distribution is discrete or continuous. For example, a Poisson 
distribution generates a sample of integers, which is a discrete 
distribution best viewed as a probability mass rather than a 
probability density function. Analytica 3.1 is much smarter about 
this, and treats numerical distributions with many identical values as 
discrete. You can override its choice and force a probability mass 
view by selecting bar Line style in the Graph Setup/Graph Style 
dialog, or a continuous distribution by selecting another line style. 

Equal X default for PDFs The default method for computing continuous PDFs (probability 
density functions) has been changed to the Equal X-axis steps, 
which groups sample values into equal increments on the X axis.  
This view is usually better than the previous Equal probability 
steps default, which groups samples into equal increments of 
cumulative probability. You can still reset the method for any PDF, 
or the default for all PDFs, by clicking “Apply” or “Set default” in the 
Uncertainty setup/Probability Density dialog box.  

Correlated distributions New library functions include Correlate_dists and Correlate_With, 
can be used to generate multiple distributions with specified rank-
correlations.  

New Library Distributions Pert: A beta distribution defined by a min, mode, & max, 
Log_Normal_m_sd: A log-normal distribution defined by its 
arithmetic mean & standard deviation, Multinomial distribution 

Graphing 

Auto scaling of X & Y axes In the Graph Setup/Graph Frame dialog, you can now set automatic 
vs manual scaling of the X and Y axis independently.  

Directories 

Add Library...  This is a new option on the File menu that adds a module or library 
file into the current model. The file browser dialog always defaults to 
the Analytica/Library directory (not the Current Model Directory, see 
below). 

Current Directories As before, Analytica 3.1 uses a Current Model Directory as the 
default directory (folder) for reading and saving model and module 
files. The Save option saves to the Current Directory. It is also the 
starting directory for file browser dialogs for the Open…, Add 
Module…, Save as…, Save a copy in… from the File menu. 
Selecting a different directory in those file browsers changes the 
Current Directory. Analytica 3.1 adds a new Current data directory 
as the default directory for reading and writing data files, with 
functions ReadTextFile, WriteTextFile, LpWrite, LpRead, and File 



menu options Export..., and Import…. You can change the Current 
Directories, using the file browse dialogs, or with the new functions 
CurrentModelDirectory or CurrentDataDirectory. If you start 
Analytica by double-clicking a model, the initial Current model 
directory will be the one containing that model. If you start Analytica 
application directly, both current directories will be your “My 
documents” folder (unless you change this with the registry setting:  
HKCU/Software/Lumina Decision Systems/Analytica\StartFolder) 

Other improvements 

3 GB RAM in Win App Server Analytica 3.1 and ADE 3.1 are now able to utilize up to 3 Gigabytes 
of RAM if available using Windows Application Server. (The other 
Windows operating systems, including XP, 2000, NT, Me, 98 & 95, 
still limit Analytica, like any 32-bit process, to 2 Gigabytes RAM.)  

Custom message in Check attribute You can customize the message produced by the Check 
attribute by passing a message to the Error function from within 
your Check expression. Your error message will replace the default 
"Check Failed" text, which can be rather obscure for end users. 

Background color printing There is a new checkbox Print influence diagram background 
color in the Print Setup... dialog to control whether the background 
color is printed for diagrams. This lets you switch off the background 
color which is usually clearer and saves ink. 

New Example Models Analytica 3.1 introduces a wealth of new example models to provide 
templates or inspiration to your own modeling. They include 10 new 
Optimizer example models.   + Asset allocation.ana   + Automobile 
Production.ana   + Big Mac Attack.ana   + Capital Investment.ana   
+ NLP with Jacobian.ana   + Optimal can dimensions.ana   + 
Optimal production allocation.ana   + Production planning LP.ana   
+ Solve using NLP.ana   + Two Mines Model.ana - Data Analysis / 
Principle Components.ana - Data Analysis / Moving Average 
Example.ana There are also several useful Function Examples / 
Lookup reindexing.ana - Dynamic Models / Tunnel through 
earth.ana - Decision Analysis / Multi-attribute Utility Analysis.ana  

Precision and bug fixes 

There are numerous bug fixes and optimizations, including:   

Library Functions Gaussian [Mean was sometimes off in previous] - Solve - 
Sample_Covariance 

Beta distribution Beta distribution is more accurate, especially for very small 
alpha/beta values, and is a little faster. 

Random Latin Hypercube For Normal and LogNormal distributions, the previous random Latin 
hypercube algorithm had a small but systematic bias in certain 
situations and truncated at +- 3 standard deviations. The new 
algorithm does not truncate and the bias has been eliminated. 


